The Tübingen balloon. A new method for adjusting the tension of the fundic wrap during laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication.
An adequate fundic wrap is fundamental to the success of conventional and laparoscopic Nissen fundoplications. Nevertheless, up to now there has been no standardized method for the surgeon to determine intraoperatively the width and tension of the fundic wrap according to objective criteria. With the support of Rüsch (Kernen, Germany), we developed a measurement balloon for use in laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication. The balloon allows the surgeon to define the width of the wrap and predetermine its length, as well as to measure its tension. Depending on the measured balloon pressure, the surgeon can perform fundic sutures more or less tightly. On the basis of 41 fundoplication model tests, we found that a fundic wrap typically described as "loose and floppy" produced a balloon pressure of 50-60 mmHg. In 10 laparoscopic Nissen fundoplications on domestic pigs, we were able to adjust the fundic wrap intraoperatively to a balloon pressure in this range (mean; 53.5; SD; 2.25). After the optimal intraoperative balloon pressure in humans has been investigated in a prospective study that is in progress, the Tübingen balloon is expected to serve as an instrument for quality assurance in reflux surgery.